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ST8MENT.
Product Category: Women's Jewelry

The product category for this brand is womenswear

clothing and jewelry. ST8MENT is a brand that carries

women's jewelry of all kinds, apparel including denim,

tops, outerwear, co-ord sets and more; and all sorts

of accessories from handbags to scarves. Each piece

sold from the brand is to be considered a

"statement" piece as each piece makes a statement

and is known to be eye-catching. ST8MENT has a

very contemporary feel with a touch of bohemian

chic. It is a fast fashion brand that makes elevated

trendy styles available to everyone at an affordable

price. 

. .



ST8MENT.



MARKET RESEARCH

People between the ages of 18 and 34 
All races and ethnicities 
Classified as middle-class 
Salary of about $50k - $140k 
Gender is both men and women, however the main
consumer is women
Lives in an urban or suburban area  
Business oriented, fashion-forward,  and trendy 
Avid users of social networking sites like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

TARGET
CUSTOMER



Merchandising
Story

S T 8 M E N T .



GOOGLE TREND.
WOMEN'S JEWELRY

The name of my brand is ST8MENT and

its product category is women's

jewelry. The three-month peak season

that I identified for women's jewelry

according to my Google Trends

research include December (2019),

January (2020), and February (2020). I

am not surprised that these three

months are the identified peak

seasons. December is typically a

month of gift giving due to the

holidays, so it makes sense for this

month to be the highest in peak.

February is also a gift giving month as

it is the month of Valentine's Day.

Jewelry is typically the most favored

gift so this is also to no surprise.



GOOGLE KEYWORDS.
STATEMENT JEWELRY

Based on the Google Keywords,

ST8MENT will choose products that

have the highest number of monthly

searches, with an average range

between 1k-100k. Our ten products

include an assortment of Statement

Necklaces, Chunky Necklaces, Gold

Statement Jewelry, Black Statement

Jewelry, and Chunky Statement

Jewelry.



10 PRODUCTS.

Afrika.

Poker Face. Golden Clusters.

Spotted
Squares.

Charmed.

Golden Triangle.

Juicy 2.0.
Doorknobs.

Blackened Triangle.

Golden Gal.



MERCHANDISING STORY.
"SPRING INTO THE

NEW YEAR."
My merchandising story is for the

peak months of December-February!

These months are symbolic of

transitioning into a new year and

that is the overall concept of my

story. The theme is "Spring into a

New Year with a ST8MENT", making

a play off of the brand name while

incorporating the theme. The theme

includes lots of bold, color, neutrals,

and gold, which were all present in

my keyword search.

Brand's Homepage: https://anitasjohnson106.wixsite.com/st8ment



SPRING
INTO THE

NEW YEAR
WITH A

 
ST8MENT.
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Site Design
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E-COMMERCE SITE DESIGN.
SITE YEARLY HOSTING ESTIMATE:

$480 (Business VIP Package, $40/month)

ST8MENT'S ONLINE STORE:

https://anitasjohnson106.wixsite.com/st8ment/shop

ST8MENT'S HOMEPAGE:

https://anitasjohnson106.wixsite.com/st8ment

ST8MENT'S LANDING PAGE:

https://anitasjohnson106.wixsite.com/st8ment/shop

ST8MENT'S BLOG:

https://anitasjohnson106.wixsite.com/st8ment/blog

ST8MENT's site is very simple and contemporary. The homepage hihglights our
brands image and products. We want our consumers to feel at ease and not

overwhelmed when visiting our site.



PRODUCT PAGE.
In the product page I have included a small gallery of the

product, including two different angles of the image using

lay-down photography. It also includes details about the

product, the product name, price, product number, return

policy, and shipping details. I have also chosen to include a

‘Related Products’ section to the page to encourage the

consumer to spend more time on the site, potentially

purchasing more. There is a “quantity” field on the page and

it allows the customer to choose the quantity of the selected

product that they would like to purchase. A customer review

section has also been placed at the bttom of the page,

allowing customers to leave a review on the product. Lastly,

the page includes some Buying Tools. I have included an

“Add to Cart” button, which allows the customer to add the

product to their cart and continue shopping. I have also

added a “Buy Now” button which prompts the customer to

purchase the product immediately and a “Wish List” button

which allows the customer to purchase at a later date. 

. .

Product Page: https://anitasjohnson106.wixsite.com/st8ment/product-page/charmed



SHOPPING CART &
CHECKOUT. THE CHECKOUT PROCESS.

Once a customer has completed their shopping and is ready to

checkout, they will navigate to the visible cart on the right hand

corner of the page that will populate the quantity of items placed

in the cart. The customer can then click on the cart icon to view

all of their items, an order summary, their estimated shipping cost,

add a promo code, and also add a note for special

package/delivery instructions. 

 

The customer also has the option to login to our website account

for a faster checkout process. Their account will automatically

populate all of their information. They will then have the option to

make any edits to the order (i.e. delivery address, delivery method

etc.). 

There will be a visible SSL icon as the customer checkouts that'll

inform them that their information is protected.



CONFIRMATION.
Once the customer has confirmed that everything their cart

and they are ready to purchase, they will then choose their

form of payment. They will have the option to pay with

credit/debit card or PayPal. After entering in their payment

info they will then be promoted to view our return and

privacy policy. They will also have the option to subscribe to

our newsletter and email subscription. Once they have

completed everything they will have the opportunity to

review their order and information, confirming that all

information is correct. Once they have confirmed they should

then click "Place Order" to complete the checkout process. 

If the customer has placed the order using PayPal, they

would then be redirected to PayPal to complete their

purchase. After the payment has been received all customers

will be directed to a "Thank You" that'll provide them with a

Order Confirmation number and a summary of their order.

Every customer will also immediately receive a confirmation

email with all of their order details as well.

. .
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CLICK THROUGH RATE(CTR),
AVERAGE ORDER VALUE (AOV),

& NET SALES. 

The click through rate, also known as the CTR, is the
measurement of the amount of site visitors that take
action by clicking on an image, link, or button during a
specified amount of time. Keeping track of the CTR is
extremely vital in measuring the performance of
ST8MENT because  it'll be the first indication of
whether or not the consumer is liking the
merchandising story, site setup, products, etc. If the
site is getting a lot of traffic and not much CTR, I will
know that there needs to be some adjustments to  the
site and the merchandising. I plan to use this metric to
gauge the likability of ST8MENT's aesthetic,
merchandising story, homepage, and site setup.



AVERAGE ORDER VALUE (AOV)

The Average Order Value, or AOV, is the overall average dollar

amount that a customer spends on an e-commerce site during a

specified period of time. It is also oftentimes characterized as the

'Average Order Sum' as well. The AOV can be calculated or

determined by dividing an e-commerce site's gross sales by their

number of orders. Tracking the AOV is extremely important

because it is important for a site to be aware of how much each

consumer is spending per order. I plan to use the AOV to gauge

when it is necessary to make certain promotions and improve the

marketing. I think that keeping track of the AOV and adjusting

when needed will improve the sales and generate traffic.

NET SALES

Net sales can be defined as the total amount of revenue a

company reports after factoring in all of their sales adjustments

(discounts, returns, damages, fraud, and returns). This is one of the

most important metrics to track because a company needs to be

aware of how much revenue they are making in order to measure

the performance and progression of the brand. I plan to use net

sales to gauge the exact amount of revenue that ST8MENT is

making. I also plan to use it to indicate the major undrerlying

issues within the brand's sales adjustments  and identify what can

be done to mitigate them.



Fulfillment
Center

Operations
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INBOUND LOGISTICS
The Inbound Logistics process will begin

with Inventory Receiving, which is the

arrival of products to the fulfillment center.

The products will be removed from the

trucks that they arrived on, unpacked,

reviewed, and processed as individual

cartons. The merchandise will then be

entered into the Warehouse Management

System (WMS). 

When a customer makes a purchase the

fulfillment center will receive a purchase

order (PO) listing the type and quantity. The

warehouse workers must verify that what is

listed on the PO matches what has been

received. 

Lastly, all inventory that has met the QA

requirements will then need to be

stocked and stored. The inventory will

either be stocked in active stock at a

pick station, ready for use during

outbound fulfillment, or stored in buffer

stock, ready for future use. All jewelry

will be organized, stocked, and stored

by their characteristics.

While unpacking and reviewing the

inventory, the warehouse employees will set

aside samples of the products that will be

inspected for Quality Assurance (QA)

requirements that have been outlined by

ST8MENT, to ensure the products meet our

standards. 



OUTBOUND LOGISTICS
Outbound logistics, or the fulfillment process, begins once a

customer places an order via ST8MENT's website. The order

is automatically placed into the companies Online

Management System (OMS), which will produce an order

number that will automatically be emailed to the customer.

Simultaneously, the warehouse employees will review and

verify that all information provided is correct, the inventory is

in stock, and that the payment successfully processed. If

there is any issues the OMS will flag the order and promt

customer service to contact the customer.

Lastly, the package will then be moved to the

shipping station, where the employee will

scan the sealed order barcode. The OMS will

notify the employee of the customer's

preferred shipping method. The only shipping

carrier that we provide is USPS. If the order

has been placed before 1pm EST, the order

will be dispatched the same day. All other

orders will be dispatched the next day, or

within 24 hours of the order being placed.

Orders placed over the weekend or on a

holiday will be dispatched the next business

day.

If the review goes well, the OMS will changes the status of

the order to "processing" and it will then be ready for

picking. Upon reviewing the order, an employee will

carefully pick each item in a customer's order, scanning

them as they place them into a bin. Once all items have

been picked, they will then be sent to the packing station,

along with the order's printed order details. Upon arriving at

the packing station, the order barcode will be scanned for

Quality Control (QC), approving the quality of the order

being shipped. The products will then be wrapped and

oackaged into ST8MENT's signature packaging. Once

packaged, th employee will seal the package with a an

order barcode. 



Customer
Service
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Customer communication will begin

immediately after the customer places an

order with ST8MENT. They will instantly be

emailed a unique order number or

'confirmation' number. The customer will

also be notified via email or text every time

the status of their order changes (i.e. from

processing to shipping). The customer will

also have the option to use the site's self-

service order status feature by logging into

their account and clicking "track my order".

Lastly, the customer will always have the

option of emailing our customer support

team to receive the status of their order.  

CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATION



R E S T O C K
All items thay have been returned will be retagged and packaged. It will then be sent to

the warehouse where it will be restocked on the shelves, ready to be shipped to the next

customer!

R E V E R S E  F U L F I L L M E N T
Once the customer has returned the package and it arrives at the fulfillment center, it will

be analyzed by a specialized inbound team. The team will scan the return label, which

will then populate the customer's order in the OMS. The item will then be inspected. If

damaged, the item will be photogrpahed and denied its return. If the item is in great

shape and meets the terms of the return policy, the customer will receive a store credit or

a full refund via their original form of payment. If it is not the customers first return, they

will either be charged for shipping upon the receipt of the return to their form of

payment, or the $9 shipping fee will be deducted from their refund.

P R E P A I D  R E T U R N  S H I P P I N G  L A B E L
Should for any reason a customer would like to return an item, they can expect for each

package they receive from ST8MENT to include a prepaid return shipping label.

ST8MENT accepts returns received within 90 days from the date of purchase. All items

returned must be unworn, undamaged, with the orginal tag attached, and in its original

packaging. 

RETURNS.



CUSTOMER
SERVICE

CHANNELS.

ST8MENT provides email, contact form,

telephone, live chat, and social media as

customer service channels for our consumers. We

have customer service agents available via phone

and email to our customers Monday - Friday from

9am - 5pm EST. Agents are also available via live

chat and social media Monday - Sunday, 8am -

9pm EST. Our social media channels include

Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. We have also

provided our consumers with a Self-Service

resource which is our Frequently Asked

Questions (FAQ's) area of our site. The FAQ's

allows for consumers to quickly find answers to

common questions and eliminates the need to

contact customer service. 
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Name: Free Shipping

Objective: Encourage the consumer to make

a purchase without us needing to dish out

money on products

Explanation: ST8MENT will offer free

shipping on all orders the are over $50

placed between February 1st - March 1st. To

receive this discount consumers must apply

the promo code "FREE50" at checkout.

Timing: Feb. 1st - Mar. 1st

Estimated Cost: Shipping costs

CAMPAIGN 1:

Sales



Name: Holiday Gift Reward 

Objective: Encourage consumers to visit the

website and motivate them to spend more in

order to receive a gift card. This will also

encourage consumers to return and make

another purchase.

Explanation: Each consumer will receive a $50

gift card for every $300 they spend with

ST8MENT. The consumer will automatically

receive the gift card at the time of purchase via

email and will have the opportunity to use it for

their next purchase. 

Timing: Dec. 1st - Jan. 1st

Estimated Cost: Approx. $2,500 (We plan to

give a maximum of 50 gift cards)

CAMPAIGN 2:

Promotion



Name:  Wonderland Collection

Objective: Create awareness of ST8MENT's F/W

'20-'21 collection and increase site traffic.

Explanation: The Wonderland Collection will be

launched at the beginning of the Holiday

Season. The collection will consist of mostly

silver, gold, and white jewelry, perfect for the

holiday. This marketing campaign is in alignment

with the seasons merchandising, story creating

consistency.

Timing: Jan. 1st - Feb. 1st

Estimated Cost: None

CAMPAIGN 3:

Branding



SEARCH ENGINE
MARKETING (SEM) 
& SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION (SEO)

Estimated cost for three-month peak season: $3000

($2/click, we are estimating 50 clicks a day)

The keyword that ST8MENT would use for Search Engine

Marketing would be "Gold Jewelry" and "Statement

Earrings". These keywords are amongst the keywords with

high average monthly searches. By adding these words to

our SEM it would help to increase the visibility of our brand

and populate our website at the top of the list when

consumers are searching for them. We will also promote our

Free Shipping on orders over $50 in our description to

attract customers and increase the site's traffic.  

 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

We would also use the same keywords, "gold jewelry" and

"statement earrings" for our search engine optimization, as these

are the keywords that should attract the most customers.



Estimated Cost: $12/month and $36 for a 3-month peak

season.

ST8MENT will use Email Marketing to inform our

subscribers of all of our news, new campaigns,

sales, promotions, etc. We have placed a

subscription box in the footer of the site of each

page, giving consumers easy access to signing up.

We plan to build our mailing list from this

subscription box, as well as through previous

customers who have made an order and created an

account with our site. We plan to only send emails 

2-3 times a week to avoid spamming our subscribers

while also keeping in touch with them.

 

EMAIL MARKETING



DISPLAY
MARKETING

Estimated costs: $1,500/month and $4,500 for a 3-

month peak season

ST8MENT plans to put display ads on the websites of

major fashion publications. Some of these

publications include Vogue, Refinery29, WWD, and

InStyle. We also plan to use display retargeting to

ensure we are reminding consumers of our brand

and products. Each ad will include a CTA button to

draw consumers in.

 



SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING (SMM) &
SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING (SMA)

ST8MENT will use the top global social

media platforms Instagram,

Facebook, and Twitter to reach our

target market and consumers. We will

use these platforms to brand ourselves,

market ourselves, reach new customers,

and provide customer service. 

 

#MakeAStatementWithST8MENT

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

ST8MENT plans to mostly use Instagram to market to

our consumers. We will create great visual

representation of who we are as a brand and whar we

represent. We plan to post regularly and engage our

consumers with awesome marketing messages. We will

also incorporate several creative hashtags into our

posts, making it easier to find our posts.

SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING

ST8MENT plans to frequently use social media

advertising via Facebook and Instagram. We plan to

sponser ads on the Instagram Stories, Instagram posts,

and Facebook posts. We want to attract as many new

consumers as possible, especially as we launch, so we

plan to use paid ads regularly. 

Estimated Costs: $500/month ($.50/click X 1,000 clicks)

Three Peak Season: $1,500



INSTAGRAM MOCK UPS

@ S H O P . S T 8 M E N T



Each influencer who chooses to work with us will be sent

three pieces from our current collection and a $50 gift

card to purchase whatever else they may like. They will be

required to post at least twice on their page wearing one

of the products and three times on their Instagram Story

talking about the product. We will also require them to

inform their following of whatever marketing campaign we

are running at the time. 

INFLUENCERS.
For each peak season, ST8MENT will work with a minimum

of 3 different influencers on each of our social media

platforms. We will work with influencers that identify as

women, between the ages of 23-30, with a following of at

least 20,000 followers. We will also send products to a

about 5 influencers a month for editorial posts as well.

Estimated Costs: $3,450; Price of products (Under $100),

$50 Gift Card, Approx. $1,000/influencer

Three Peak Season: $10,350



INFLUENCER

I N S T A G R A M  A C C O U N T S



Each of our affiliate publishers will be required to share a

photo wearing at least one of our products, tag our social

media page, hashtag #MakeAStatmentWithST8MENT, and

provide their followers with a link to our website, as well as

their promo code to make a purchase. Each of their followers

will automatically be directed to our website homepage upon

clicking the link that we will provide.

The  publisher will be paid a 10% commission on each order

that is placed with their promo code.

AFFILIATES.

Estimated Costs: $69 Startup Fee + 10% per order

TOTAL MARKETING ESTIMATE COSTS

$22,000



Multi-Channel
Retailing
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MULTI-CHANNEL
RETAILING.
Although ST8MENT is solely an

online retailer, we will still provide

our consumers with the opportunity

to experience our brand in person.

ST8MENT plans to operate a pop-up

shop in some of our most popular

cities and we will base the city

selection on our annual sales. Each

pop-up will run for 30 days at a

time and it will be run out of a

boutique. We want our pop-up to

be very personal and intimate our

consumers so we will use small

brick-and-mortar spaces.



MULTI-CHANNEL
FEATURES,  CHANNELS,
& INTEGRATIONS.
During our pop-up shop period, we will allow for our

consumers to place in-store pickup orders if they are

located in the same city. They will have to pick up the

order within 24 hours of placing the order. They will

also have the opportunity to return items that they

have purchased online in our pop-up shop. Lastly, we

will offer special items that can only be purchased in

our pop-shops.

ST8MENT's  goal is to create brand awareness and

increase sales by providing a very intimate shopping

experiences through multi-channel retailing. 



WORKS
CITED.
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